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CHAPTER III 

METHOD OF RESEARCH 

 

A. The Research Design 

The design of this research is an experimental research. According to 

Creswell (2008, p 299), experiment is you test an idea (or practice or 

procedure) to determine whether it influences an outcome or dependent 

variable. This research consisted of two variables namely independent variable 

or variable X as the use of Stand-Up Hand-Up Pair-Up Strategy and 

dependent variable or variable Y as students’ speaking ability. 

In conducting the research,the design which was used in this research 

was the one-group pretest-posttest design. Fraenkel&Wallen (2006) stated that 

in theone-group pretest-posttest design, a single group is measured or 

observed not only after being exposed to a treatment of some sort, but also 

before. 

 

B. Time and Location of the Research 

This research was conducted on September up October at the second 

year of SMPN 1 SiakHulu. It is located at 14 Kubang Raya Street. This 

research was conducted for first semester academic year 2016/2017. 

 

C. Subject and Object of the Research  

Based on the title of the research, the subject of the research was the 

second year students at SMPN 1 SiakHulu. Then, the object of this research 

was the effect of using Stand Up Hand Up Pair Up Strategy on students’ 

speaking ability.  
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D. The Population and The Sample  

1. Population  

The population of this research was the second year students of 

SMPN 1 SiakHulu. There were nine classes of the second year students. 

The total number of studentswas 314. The writer took 1 class through 

cluster random sampling, Fraenkel&Wallen (2006: 97) stated that the 

cluster random sampling is a sampling in the selection of groups, or 

clustersof subjects rather than individuals. They also claimed that the 

advantages of cluster random sampling are that it can be used when itis 

difficult or impossible to select a random sample of individuals, it is often 

far easier to implement in schools,and it is frequently less time-consuming. 

Table III. 1 

Table of Population 

 

No Class Female Male Number of students 

1 VIII A 16 20 36 

2 VIII B 16 16 32 

3 VIII C 17 17 34 

4 VIII D 17 17 34 

5 VIII E 19 17 36 

6 VIII F 18 17 35 

7 VIII G 15 21 36 

8 VIII H 17 18 35 

9 VIII I 19 17 36 

Total  154 160 314 
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2. Sample  

There were 9 classes of second year at SMPN 1 Siak Hulu. They 

are VIII A, VIII B, VIII C, VIII D, VIII E, VIII F, VIII G, VIII H, VIII I.  

The teacher suggest to choose this class for this research. The writer chose 

1 class randomly as the sample of the research. The chosen was VIII A. 

 

Table III. 2 

Table of Sample 

No Class Number of the students 

1 VIII A 36 

 

 

E. The Technique of Data Collection 

Pre-test was conducted to determine the students’ initial ability in 

speaking. The writer gave pre-test to the students’ in speaking before using 

Stand Up Hand Up and Pair Up Strategy. 

The treatment was conducted using steps or procedures of teaching and 

learning process by using Stand Up Hand Up and Pair Up Strategy as  stated 

in the operational concept of this research. 

After the score was determined, to determine the category of students’ 

speaking ability before (pre-test) and after (post-test) using Stand Up Hand 

Up and Pair Up Strategy, the writer categorized the mean score by using 

category standard. Sugiono (2010, p.68) mention the category as follows:     
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Table III.3 

The Students’ Score 

Category of Students’ Speaking Ability 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To test students’ speaking skill, the write rused test to know the 

reliability andvalidity. To know the validity of the test, the writer used content 

validity. According to Brown (2003, p 32), the major source of validity in a 

classroom test is content validity: the extent to which the assessment requires 

students to perform tasks that were included in the previous classroom lessons 

and that directly represent the objectives of the unit on which the assessment is 

based.  

To gain the reliability of test, the writer used inter-rater reliability. 

According to Brown (2003, p 21), inter-rater reliability occurs when two or 

more scorer yield inconsistent scores of the same test, possibly for lack of 

attention to scoring criteria, inexperience, inattention, or even preconceived 

biases. 

F. The Technique of Data Analysis 

The collected data on the quality of aspects of speaking which is 

produced by the students was rated by two raters in order to gain justified 

scores for authenticity of the data analysis from at least two lecturers at the 

English Education Department of UIN Suska Riau.  

No. Score Category  

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

80-100 

66-79 

56-65 

40-55 

30-39 

Very Good 

Good 

Enough 

Poor 

Fail  
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According to Pallant (2010, p.210) effect size is a set of statistic 

indicating the magnitude of the differences between means in the dependent 

variables that is predictable from knowledge of the levels of the independent 

variable. Pallant (2010, p.247) mentions the formula of eta square as 

presented below:   
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According to Pallant (2010, p.210) adds that the guidelines for 

interpreting this value are 0.01= small effect, 0.06= medium effect, 0.14= 

large effect. 

The raters rated the data by using the indicators of success based on 

analytic scale for speaking proposed by Hughes ( 2003, p 131 ). There are 

some proficiency descriptions of speaking, which speaking skills are assessed 

based on the components of speaking as in the following: 

 

Analytic Scoring of Speaking proposed by Hughes ( 2003 ) 

Aspects Score Description 

Accent 

 

6 Native pronunciation, with to trace of “foreign 

accents”. 

 

5 No conspicuous mispronunciations, but would 
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not be taken for a native speaker. 

 

4 Marked “foreign accent” and occasional 

mispronunciations which  do not interfere 

with understanding? 

 

3 “Foreign Accent” requires concentrated 

listening, and mispronunciations lead to 

occasional misunderstanding and apparent 

errors in grammar or vocabulary 

 

2 Frequent gross errors and a very heavy accent 

make understanding difficult, require frequent 

repetition. 

 

1 Pronunciation frequently unintelligible. 

 

Grammar 

 

6 No more than two errors during the interview. 

 

5 Few errors, with no patterns of failure. 

4 Occasional errors showing imperfect control 

of some patterns but no weakness that causes 

misunderstanding. 
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3 Frequent errors showing some major patterns 

uncontrolled and causing occasional irritation 

and misunderstanding. 

 

2 Constant errors showing control of very few 

major patterns and frequently preventing 

communication. 

 

1 Grammar almost entirely inaccurate except in 

stock phrases. 

 

Vocabulary 6 Vocabulary apparently as accurate and 

extensive as that of an educated native 

speaker. 

 

5 Professional vocabulary broad and precise; 

general vocabulary adequate to cope with 

complex practical problems and varied social 

situations. 

 

4 Professional vocabulary adequate to discuss 

special interests; general vocabulary permits 

discussion of any non-technical subject with 
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some circumlocutions. 

 

3 Chose of words sometimes inaccurate, 

limitation of vocabulary prevent discussion of 

some common professional and social topics. 

 

2 Vocabulary limited to basic personal and 

survival areas ( time, food, transportation, 

family, etc). 

 

1 Vocabulary inadequate for even the simplest 

conversation. 

Fluency 6 Speech on all professional and general topics 

as effortless and smooth as a native speaker’s. 

 

5 Speech is effortless and smooth, but 

perceptively non-native in speed and 

evenness. 

 

4 Speech is occasionally hesitant, with some 

unevenness caused by rephrasing and groping 

for words. 
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3 Speech is frequently hesitant and jerky; 

sentences may be left uncompleted.  

2 Speech is very slow and uneven except for 

short or routine sentences. 

 

1 Speech is to halting and fragmentary that 

conversation is virtually imposable 

 

Comprehension 6 Understand everything on both formal and 

colloquial speech to be expected ef and 

educated native speaker. 

 

 

5 Understand everything in normal educated 

conversation except for very colloquial or lo-

frequency items, or exceptionally rapid or 

slurred speech. 

 

4 Understand quite normal educated speech 

when engaged in dialogue, but requires 

occasional repetition and srephrasing 
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3 Understand careful, somewhat simplified 

speech when engaged in a dialogue, but may 

require considerable repetition and rephrasing. 

 

2 Understand only slow, very simple speech on 

common social and touristic; requires constant 

repetition and rephrasing. 

 

1 Understand too little for the simplest type of 

conversation. 

 

 

The raters’ scores were analyzed by using SPSS program for windows 

in order to see the diference of the students’ ability in speaking before  and 

after usingStand Up, Hand Up, and Pair Up Strategy for students’ speaking 

ability.The researcher used the paired-sample t-test. According to Pallant 

(2007, p 236) stated that a paired-sample t-test is used when the researcher has 

only one group of people, and the researcher collect data from them on two 

different occasions or under two different conditions.  

To determine the overall significance, According toPallant (2007, p 

239) stated that the researcher needs to look in the column labeled Sig. (2-

tailed). If this value is less than .05 (e.g. .04, .01, .001), the researcher can 

conclude that there is a significance difference between the scores. 


